PROFESSOR MURDERED!!!

Renown Biochemist Professor Johnson has been found dead in his laboratory this morning. He was working on creating the world’s first superhero.

It is not known how he died at this time.

Brad Norton, 46, a local shopkeeper, seems to think that Professor Johnson may have been murdered. He said “Professor Johnson was obviously murdered, he was working on giving people superhuman powers such as X-ray vision which is very important work. Just think of what would happen if that kind of power fell into the wrong hands.”

If Brad Norton is correct then Professor Johnson’s boss Adam Smith, who was also working on giving people super-human powers might be murdered next.

It’s a race against time for the police to catch the killer before he strikes again. Shirlie Holmes is still on holiday at the moment so who will the police ask for help from to solve this murder?

WHO WILL SOLVE MURDER?